Difference between nurses' and physicians' approach to denial in oncology.
A psychiatrist and a psychiatric nurse interviewed 33 physicians and 94 nurses at a cancer center about their experience working with oncology patients, including their usual approach to "denial" seen in these patients. Most respondents viewed denial as a useful, nearly universal defense mechanism, potentially capable of interfering with treatment. Physicians described a pattern in which their patients were presented with the facts one time during diagnosis and formulation of a treatment plan, after which denial was allowed and new facts not offered unless the denial was viewed as interfering with the medical intervention. Nurses more often referred to denial as a phase, stressing the importance of honesty in dealing with patients who are prone to deny. They experienced discomfort when patients who were suffering adverse effects of treatment seemed to need greater honesty from their physicians. Discussion of these differences includes the effect of the contexts in which nurses and physicians encounter denial as well as their complementary roles in patient care, and the differential goals and values of the two professions.